
ADAPTIVE
PLANNING
Partner with TopBloc to set up the budgeting,
forecasting, and reporting platform that provides your
team the flexibility to adapt to any changes your
organization may encounter.

TopBloc knows that the success of your
business depends on the quality of the
solutions you implement. That's why
we're committed to configuring
Workday setups for our clients that
leverage the latest best practices. With
our team on your side, you can be
confident that you're getting the best
possible advice and guidance from
Workday-certified experts.

Our Adaptive Planning consultants are
not only specialists in planning, but are
also cross-certified in Workday
Financials to provide our customers 
 with cross-functional expertise to
ensure their planning solution
seamlessly integrates with the rest of
their Workday suite of applications. 

We pride ourselves on our ability to
devise creative solutions that enable
our clients to tailor their setup to their
unique needs. Whether you're looking
to streamline your processes or
optimize your workflows, we can help
you achieve your goals. Contact us
today to learn more!

EXPERTISE YOU CAN RELY ONCONFIGURE A PLANNING SOLUTION AS NIMBLE AS YOU ARE

Workday's Adaptive Planning provides everything you need to establish
continuous and comprehensive reporting and analysis. It can be deployed
as an independent platform or combined with your existing suite of
Workday software in order to create one integrated solution. No matter
which path you are pursuing, TopBloc will work with you to configure the
system to your exact specifications.  

At TopBloc, we understand that flexible and
coordinated planning solutions drive stronger
decision-making and yield better business results. 

Allow TopBloc to guide you to a Workday Adaptive
Planning solution that enables your team to deliver
comprehensive, data-based predictions of the
business needs across your organization. From
financial planning to operational planning to
workforce planning to sales planning, Adaptive
Planning provides a single source of truth by linking
your numerous plans — and even can be used to
account for the impact of various what-if scenarios. 

With CPAs accounting for over one-third of our
consultants, TopBloc's team has the expertise to
address your needs and advise on best practices. 

Rather than simply migrating your existing setup, our
team works with you to transform your planning
processes to become more efficient and scalable. 
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